I'M BUILDING A BRIDGE

CHORUS:
I'M BUILDING IT STRONG [A7] I'M BUILDING IT [D] WIDE
I'LL MAKE IT SOMEHOW [D] BUT HOW BOUT [G] YOU

IT'S RIGHT IN THIS BOOK [A7] I HOLD IN MY [D] HAND
TO BUILD ON ROCK [D] AND NOT ON [G] SAND

CHORUS
I'M BUILDING IT STRONG [A7] I'M BUILDING IT [D] WIDE
I'LL MAKE IT SOMEHOW [D] BUT HOW BOUT [G] YOU
HOW I CAN GO ON AND [A7] DO HIS COM [D] MAND
BUT I'LL NOT COMPLAIN [D] FOR HEAVEN IS [G] REAL

CHORUS
I'M BUILDING IT STRONG [A7] I'M BUILDING IT [D] WIDE
I'LL MAKE IT SOMEHOW [D] BUT HOW BOUT [G] YOU